See related article by Leary et al., p. 2932 In this issue of Clinical Cancer Research, Leary and colleagues (1) report the results of a biomarker study conducted on a window trial of short-course presurgical lapatinib therapy in patients with early-stage breast cancer. The patient population, although not large, encompasses the entire spectrum of breast cancers, and the biomarker results provide a thought-provoking dataset that reinforces the notion that HER family tyrosine kinase receptor signaling plays a wider role in breast cancers than we currently appreciate, and reminds us of an untapped potential in targeting this pathway for the treatment of breast cancers.
The human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER) family comprises four highly homologous members-EGFR, HER2, HER3, and HER4-that are stimulated by a large family of ligands with varying degrees of receptor selectivity. The physiologic function of these receptors is tightly controlled at baseline by conformational restraints and an expression ceiling, and their activation follows highly orchestrated ligand-induced conformational dynamics leading to dimerization, enzymatic activation, and signaling tail phosphorylations. The overexpression or mutational alteration of these receptors in cancers overcomes such selfrestraints, creating a pathologic state of signaling favorable for tumorigenic growth and heavily selected during the evolution of many cancer types. Examples of this include the commonly seen amplification and overexpression of HER2 in about 20% of breast cancers and rare mutational activations of HER2 or amplification or mutational activation of EGFR. In addition, there is ample evidence that in some cancers, signaling through this family of receptors plays a key functional role without genetic alterations, such as mutation or amplification. Evidence for this comes from observations of clinical response to the EGFR-targeting antibody cetuximab in colon cancers (2) , response to the HER family tyrosine kinase inhibitor erlotinib in pancreatic cancers (3), or the response to the HER2 dimerization inhibitor pertuzumab in some cases of ovarian cancer (4).
The identification of breast cancers wherein HER family members play key roles without mutation or amplification remains a difficult task, and performing large clinical studies of all classes of HER family targeting agents in all subtypes of breast cancers in traditional clinical trial designs is not realistically feasible. This is where the current study by Leary and colleagues (1) plays in. In this study, the investigators used the presurgical window clinical trial design to conduct a short in vivo experiment of lapatinib response in patients with all subtypes of breast cancer. Lapatinib is a highly selective TKI with almost no activity outside of the HER family. As such, an antiproliferative response to lapatinib signifies a proliferative role for HER kinases in the biology of that individual cancer (summarized in Fig. 1 ). The antiproliferative response was detected by Ki67 downregulation and correlated with a number of biomarkers of HER family expression and activity. The expected finding was the antiproliferative response seen in HER2-positive breast cancers wherein overexpression of HER2 and constitutive HER2-HER3 signaling is known to be the disease driver. However, the exploratory finding was the evidence of some antiproliferative responses in HER2-negative breast cancers, with the biomarker analysis suggesting that these responses occurred in tumors with higher expression of HER3.
Although the role of HER3 as an obligate partner for amplified HER2 is well established, its role outside of this context has been speculated, but no reliable markers have emerged to identify HER3-dependent tumors (5) . The HER3 kinase domain is catalytically inactive, and its signaling functions depend entirely on its HER family partners (6) . As such, the attribution of a tumorpromoting function to HER3 also implicates a role for one of its catalytically competent HER family partners. However, how the HER3 signal is generated in such tumors without gene amplification or mutation events remains a matter of speculation. Some breast cancers may be driven by autocrine ligand loops, as was discovered in a screen of cancer cell lines, including breast cancer cell lines (7) . Such tumors could be amenable to treatment with HER3 ligand-blocking antibodies, HER3 dimerization-blocking antibodies, possibly EGFR or HER2-targeting antibodies, or HER family TKIs. A similar paradigm invoking paracrine ligand stimulation may be present in other tumors, implying a much more interdependent tumor-stromal relationship. A potential for ligand-independent HER3 signaling can also be speculated. This hypothesis arises from in vitro experiments revealing that HER2 and HER3 are synergistic in transformation assays such that, while the massive overexpression of HER2 is sufficient to transform cells, a concomitant increase in HER3 can reduce the threshold required for HER2 to transform cells (8) . This leaves open the possibility that some breast cancers are driven by elevated expression of HER2 and HER3 in the absence of HER2 amplification, and that does not meet the criteria for HER2 overexpression. The concomitant elevation of HER2 and HER3 expression in the study by Leary and colleagues (1) is consistent with such a notion. Also potentially consistent with this is the evidence of trastuzumab responders in a subset of patients with breast cancer without confirmed amplification and overexpression of HER2 (9) .
A role for HER3 in partnership with EGFR has also been described in a multitude of cancers, most recently in triplenegative breast cancers, in which a compensatory increase in EGFR-HER3 signaling appears to mitigate the efficacy of PI3K/ Akt pathway inhibitors (10) . This connects EGFR with a body of existing evidence that the PI3K/Akt pathway is frequently HER2  HER3   EGFR   HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2   HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2  HER2 
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Relative mRNA/protein expression levels Figure 1 . A schematic summary of numerous genetic or expression scenarios of the HER family wherein breast cancer cells may be driven by the HER family of receptors or their ligands. The scenarios depicted are ones for which there is at least some evidence from clinical studies or cell lines to suggest a functional role. Many other hypothetical scenarios are plausible, but without any evidence. All these scenarios are expected to be sensitive to an EGFR/HER2 kinase inhibitor, such as lapatinib, and captured by a lapatinib screen. The first scenario represents the clinically diagnosed HER2-positive subtype of breast cancer. All other potential scenarios fall under the umbrella of clinical HER2-negative breast cancer and currently are not assayed or identified in the course of clinical care. activated in triple-negative breast cancers (11) . Although amplification of EGFR is only rarely seen in triple-negative breast cancers, its frequent expression and overexpression in this subtype of breast cancer have led to interest in EGFR as a target for the treatment of triple-negative breast cancers. However, its role has been difficult to understand and translate into therapy, and clinical studies with the EGFR-targeting antibody cetuximab have produced disappointing results. It remains possible that these triple-negative breast cancers are driven by robust signaling from the EGFR-HER3 dimer through to downstream PI3K/Akt pathway signaling, and effective treatment of these cancers will require targeting multiple components of this pathway.
A role for EGFR-HER3 signaling has been described in many other cancers, including some lung cancers, melanomas, colon cancers, pancreatic cancers, ovarian cancers, and some cancers of the head and neck (5) . In these cancers, the hypothesis has been generated by observations that increased expression of HER3 in subsets of these cancers confers a worse prognosis, and strengthened by experimental models using knockdown techniques in cancer cell lines. In most of these cancers, the available evidence suggests that the tumor-promoting functions of HER3 are supported by the catalytic activity of EGFR, leading to numerous preclinical and clinical studies of EGFR-targeting agents for the treatment of these cancers. Occasionally, HER3 signaling can be mediated through promiscuous activity attributable to kinases from other families, such as is seen in lung cancers with MET amplification (12) . The extent and scope of such promiscuous activity among human cancers is not well known.
The reason why HER3 signaling is engaged in many different types of cancers is not entirely known, but it is easy to speculate that it is because of its competence at activation of PI3K/Akt pathway signaling. The HER3 signaling tail has six PI3K-binding motifs, more than most kinases, and activation of HER3 signaling may be engaged in many cancers as a means to PI3K pathway activation, analogous to genetic or epigenetic events in PI3K subunits, PTEN, or Akt that lead to the deregulation of this pathway.
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